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flashed upon them as they looked once more upon that
scene of the sufferings and humiliation of the crucified and
ascended One!
Ver. 20. But they, on their part, proceeded to their work
after he had thus ascended to heaven. 7YJe sigm whid
followed, as Christ foretold and promised..

ARTICLE V.
RELATIONS OF THE ARYAN AND SEMITIC LANGUAGES.'
BY BBV. I. 1'. IIOCUJU)Y, PH.D., PBJlfOBTOIf, •• iI.

NO. Ill. - COMPARATIVE PHONOLOGY.

AN examination of the grammatical systems of these two
families of speech led us to the conclusion that, if these languages have arisen from a common source, they must have
diverged while still in a rudimentary stage of their de\"'elo~
ment, that is, before their characteristic structural features
had been evolved. In our search after proper data for com~ison, we found ourselves, for this reason, shut out from
the province of the grammar, and left to that of the lexicon.
After considering the objections whieh have of late been
urged strongly and skilfully against the admissibility of mere
verbal analogies in linguistic comparison generally, we thought
ourselves justified in regarding them as inconclusive and invalid. We therefore now feel ourselves at liberty, as far as
the well-grounded principles of glottology are concerned, to
proceed to an examination of the vocabularies of the res~
tive groups.
It will now be necessary for us to establish our views as to
the scope of this special inquiry, and as to the general principles
which are to govern it. Before going farther, it should be
recognized that the kind of treatment which needs to be
accorded to the question of Aryo-Semitic relations is essenI This discussiou, which was interrupted by the ill·health of the writer, it
ftIIumed from Vol. xxxiii. pp. 352-380 (April, IS76).
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tiaHy different from that accorded by all scholars to the
question already well settled of the internal relations of the
members of the Aryan family itself. The discoveries made
in the latter department of investigation have shown that
the surest and final kind of proof of the original identity of
verbal forms is the establishment of a series of phonetic
laws, according to which the sounds proper to each member
of the group stand in a certain fixed and determinate relation
to each of the other members, as well as to that primitive type
of speech, which has been theoretically constructed as the
parent language of them all. That is to say, certain similar
more or less well-defined s~ed roots were compared,
whose primary meaning was the same in each language;
and from that comp81ison it appeared that the respective
$ounds so represented were originally identical, whether the
resemblance between the forms was external or not. Any
given combination of sounds in any language of the Aryan
family was discovered to be represented in a certain fixed
form, with almost uniform regularity, in anyone of the other
langnages containing the word to be compared. Hence the
well-known laws of phonetic change were made out from a
number of cases sufficient to ~how that the resemblances
were not accidental; and these laws, being once established,
were thenceforth used as a test of relationship between all
roots or words suggested for comparison. If the words do
not answer the conditions of this test, after a fair allowance
for possible phonetic disturbances, - whose limits, as well
as conditions, are themselves scientifically settled, - the
bypothesis of primitive identity must be given up. This
principle is now one of the commonplaces of linguistic science ;
and it only remains to be Raid, in this connection, that the same
test has been rigorously applied to other families of speech,
with more or less satisfactory results according to the inherent
difficulty of the comparison in each case, and that the principle involved is of univ~rsal application, and the only absolutely infallible standard of judgment in all cases of verbal
comparison in any and every form of human speech. We
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have alluded to it at some length in this place, because we
wish to show exactly where we stand with regard to the
scientific basis of truth in this inquiry, as well as to bring
out in its clearest light the only true test by which the value
of the labors of all previous theorists as to Ary~Semitic
verbal relations may be rightly estimated.
If, now, we are asked whether it is possible to frame as
definite and comprehensive a system of phonetic laws by
which the roots of the Aryan and Semitic families may
be compared with absolutely certain results, we answer that
under our present light it does not seem possible. We believe
that investigations may be made, under certain fixed restrictions, with regard both to the sounds and the words to be
compared, keeping all the while within the methods and the
spirit of true science, and that thence we can arrive at that
kind of conviction which is little short of absolute certitude.
Of this we shall have to speak at large presently. It will be
proper for us, however, at this point, to see whether the
theories advanced of late asserting the discovery of sure phonetic laws have any right to be accepted as final and conclusive. We shall need to remind the reader, in the first place,
that a comparison of SooMS as the basis of the establishment
of strict phonetic laws can only be effected through the
comparison of roots; and in the second place, that the forms
compared must be real roots in the true scientific sense of
the term, that is, the final significant residuum after all the
formative or determinative elements are eliminated. If we
compare forms in the two families that are not ultimate
roots, our labor is wasted. It is a plain corollary from the
latter restriction, that in the comparison of these forms it
needs to be well ascertained whether the primary notions conveyed bi these genuine roots do themselves also correspond.
The most persistent investigator of this subject, as well as
the most voluminous writer, in recent times, seems to be
Rudolf von Raumer, who since the year 1863 has been publishing, from time to time, the results of his labors in various
forms. The reader will find his theories succinctly stated in
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his last contribution.1 A fair summary of his opinions may
also be found in a recent work 2 of the Italian scholar Pezzi.
They are criticised by Frederick Delitzsch iu his little treatise
next referred to. The couclusions of von Raumer may be
summarized in these two phonetic laws which he thinks he
has firmly established: (1) The hard Semitic explosives or
mutes are represented etymologically by the corresponding
Aryan sounds; (2) The soft Semitic explosives are for the
most part represented hy hard Aryan sounds of the same organs.
For these assumptions he has, as he thinks, furnished adequate evidence. Upon them we remark, first, that there is
evidently no regularity in the correspondences. It follows
from his principles that the hard Aryan mute t, for example,
may be represented either by Semitic t or d, the Aryan k by
either k or g;the Aryanp by either p or b. Now, we-do not
say that this is not so; but we maintain that it is not in
harmony with the observed facts of other related languages,
in which the mutes, as well as other sounds, are either
equivalents, as in Sanskrit compared with Greek, or are
differentiated according to normally invariable laws, as in
Sanskrit compared with Gothic. If we could suppose that
in the Aryan family a language existed which as related to
Sanskrit stood on the same level as the Gothic in one half of
its words containing certain sounds, and on the same level
with Greek in the other half containing the same sounds, we
might be prepared for a similar phenomenon in Aryo-Semitic
relations. But as von Raumer's assumption appears to be
without observed analogy, we have to insist on very strong
and abundant evidence in its support before we can accept
it. This leads us to say, secondly, that the evidence adduced
is not sufficient. His cardinal fault is, that in neitb~r family
does he go back to the earliest accessible forms in making
bis comparisons, as he often employs for that purpose stems,
instead of roots, even in cases where the terminal letter or
1 Zeitacbrift fir vergleicbende Spracbfonchung, Vol. xxii. pp. 23~249.
, Domenico Peai: Glouologia aria recentiaaima. Cenni atorico-eritici (Torino,
18':7), pp. 37~1.
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letters are well known not to be radical; as in his assimilation of ~ (pure) to the Latin puru.s, in which the root is pu,
and not pur. In Semitic words he even holds it to be a
general principle that we need not seek to go behind the
triliteral forms, as we have an abundance of comparable
material in the weak ste~ which either have only two dissimilar sounds (as in the Ayin doubled verbs), or else present
the significant idea in the two strongest letters. It is possible
that he may often have struck upon a true relationship; but
his theory, not being sufficiently discriminating or thoroughgoing, leaves room for, and often necessitates, so much
palpable error, that his conclusions cannot be taken 88 a
whole to be scientifically established; and the claim of final
proof which he sets up in behalf of his phonetic laws l1)ust
therefore be disallowed.
The profound Indo-European scholar Ascoli, in letters
addressed to Kuhn and to Bopp, maintains essentially the
above so-called phonetic laws of von Raumer, and puts forward a third also, according to which the Sanskrit g has
for its regular representative the Semitic p. In favor of
this assertion he brings forward only a small num~r of
comparisons, and those of a most inconclusive character,
especially when the radical notion of each form is considered;
e.g. cp" to rise up, with the Sanskrit gam, to go; n;p, to
procure, obtain, witll Sanskrit jan. (primarily gQ#&), to
beget. Aacoli deals mostly, however, with the ultimate constitution of the Semitic so-called roots, and with the supposed
affinity of certain relational words in the two familiessubjects which he seems to have handled with much greater
skill and prudence.
Frederick Delitzsch, to whose work 1 we referred in a
general way in our historical review of previous laborers in
the department of Aryo-Semitic relations, deserves a more extended notice, in this connection, than we could then afford.
to give. After criticising severely the theories we have just
1

StudieD iibel' indogermani8ch-lledlche WunelverwandtBc:baA (Leipag.

1873).
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alluded to, and after a very judicious statement of the true
conditions of all successful comparison, he himself sets forth
a table of phonetic laws,l according to which each primitive
Aryan sound is represented simply by its nearest phonetic
equivalent in the Semitic - a scheme which is really much
less discriminating and more sweeping than that of either
Baumer or Ascoli. The work of Delitzsch demands a
somewhat minute criticism, because of its real importance,
as being in some respects the most valuable attempt to settle
the general problem before us.
.
We would say, first, then, with regard to the scheme of
phonetic representation, that it is for the most part extremely
arbitrary, as well os superficial. The general underlying
principle is merely this, that when an Aryan root is found
in the Semitic family it will appear with exactly the same
sounds wherever the two groups are phonetically coincident.
But here he commits the cardinal error of neglecting to reduce
the phonetic stock of both systems of speech to their primitive and narrowest limits. With regard to Aryan sounds,
indeed, he confines himself rightly to those which have been
accepted by glottologists as belonging to the primitive form
of speech; but in the Semitic family he takes the sounds just
88 they stand, only grouping together, for the purpose of
bringing eut a set of equivalents to certain Aryan sounds,
those which are physiologically the most closely allied, without
investigating the question of their true historical relations.
For example, he assumes that the Hebrew :I, where it answers
to the Arabic u6 and the Ethiopic a, is to be classed with
." both representing the Aryan d and dh; while the Hebrew
s, answering to the Arabic vo and the Ethiopic 1\, is to be
grouped with 0, 'CI, and ti, as representing ill common the
Aryan 8. The fact is, however, that the Hebrew :I rarely
appears as radically related to ." either in Hebrew itself or
in the cognate dialects. Further, his system divides sharply
between the different kinds of Semitic gutturals. The Hebrew
1

Op. cit., pp. 8l1, 83.
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" , with its Semitic representatives, historically corresponding,
as he claims, with the Aryangh, form one division of sounds;
while lit and !II, with their representatives, form another, which
have as their Aryan analogue the spiritus lenis. Here" is
left out altogether, though a sound more fundamental, as we
think, than n, and certainly as worthy of a place in such an
exhaustive presentation. To be consistent he would have to
represent it also by the Aryan gh, which would have been
almost seli-evidently erroneous. The fact seems to be that
all the true gutturals are of pure Semitic origin, and are as
closely related to each other as are the surd and sonant dentals
or labials. The true determination of all these questions will
have to be attempted presently, when we come to analyze for
ourselves the whole Semitic and Aryan alphabet.
Our next criticism applies to Dr. Delitzsch's treatment of
the roots to be compared, and is simply a corollary from the
foregoing. .While he has taken the Aryan roots in their
most primitive accessible form, he shows us nothing in the
majority of Semitic roots cited that leads us to believe that
we have before us the sounds they contain in a form equally
original, inasmuch as, after stripping off the weaker letters
when the comparison requires it, he leaves the root just with
its current phonetic representation. It is a matter of regret
that he has failed to recognize the necessity of adopting a
more exact method, especially as the theoretical part of his
work is so just and discriminating as far as it goes.
In justice to Dr. Delitsch, however, it ought to be stated
that the practical proof of these phonetic laws is confined
chiefly to the treatment of the sounds k (including "and its
representatives) and g. The cases cited are treated with
becoming caution and with much acuteness, and we think he
has brought forward some striking evidence for the general
assumption of a radical relationship. We agree, however,
with Mr. Sayce,! whose criticisms upon Dr. Delitzsch, for the
most part, seem to us ineffective, in thinking it to be unfortunate that so many of the forms cited (Mr. Sayce says all,
1

Principlell of Comparative Philology (London, 1874), pp. 73, 7••
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which is not the case) are of an onomatopoetic character.
On the whole we think the book has done good service, and
we hope the author will follow up this timely and suggestive
work with further contributions towards the solution of the
general problem.
The elaborate essay of J. GrillI upon the relation of the
roots of the Aryan and Semitic families appeared about
the same time as that of Delitzsch just noticed. It is a
'Very thoughtful, suggestive contribution. The phonological
affinity of the roots is justified by implication; but the author
confines himself chiefly to the discussion of the typical character of root-formations in each system, whose dissimilarity
in the predicative or most numerous class does not seem to
him to preclude the possibility of a successful comparison.
We shall have occasion to allude to it further on, when we
have to deal with the special question of the constitution of
the roots.
So much for some of the more important of the late
attempts to establish phonetic relations between the two
families. Before we proceed to set forth our own views on
the subject, it remains still for us to deal with objections or
difficulties raised by eminent philologists against the comparisons of Aryan and Semitic sounds in general. These
are set forth chiefly by those who are opposed to all attempts
to reconcile the two systelJl8 of speech, and whose theories
of a necessary radical diversity on account of structural differences we considered in our last Article. A few citations
of the "most pronounced opinions will suffice for our present
purpose.
Professor Sayce, already known to our readers as one of
the most determined opponents of Aryo-Semitic affinity,
claims that the phonology of the two systems precludes the
possibility of any relationship.:! This view we have had
occasion to deal with already,3 when it lay in our way to prove
1 Zeit8ehrifi der dentschen morgenlindiachen GesellschafL Vol. xxvii. pp.
425-460. Ueber das Verhaltni88 der indogermanischen nnd der Semitischen
Sprachwnrzeln. Ein Beitrag Zur Physiologie der Sprache.
lOp" cit., p. 101.
. • Bib. Sac., V<>l. xxxiii. pp. 311116-

VOL. XXXVL No. I".
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that the fact of one language containing sounds strikinglT
different from any in another is no necessary evidence of
radical diversity; and we therefore do not need to take it up
again. He speaks more definitely, however, and in a more
scientific spirit, in another work,l where, among other objections, we find the following: "All attempts to compare
single roots in the two families are unscientific; we have no
Grimm's law, neither do we know the original meaning and
form in many cases; and coincidences often happen in the
most diverse languages (e.g. Maudschu stno<>'Ui and Latin
sa~<>'Uis). Words like n~ compared with td~ at'e borrowed; and onomatopoeia has played a great part in the
origin of aU languages producing similar sounds for the same
idea." The only thing calling for present notice in this
quotation, which is a fair summary and representation of the
objections urged by his whole school against these comparisons, is the statement that we have no Grimm's law in this
field of inquiry. The allegation is true; but it is also true
that no such law, or anything even of the most limited application that might serve the same purpose, will ever be discovered, if scientific students of these languages endeavor to
close up the way against all investigation into the suhject.
There was a time - not so very remote~ either - when
" Grimm's law " was unknown and unsuspected. The science
of language is still in its youth. When a young man goes
forth to see the world, each country as it is visited seems to
him to contain almost a ~ew race of men. The more closely
he studies the world's inhabitants - not singly, but in their
relations to one another, - the more alike they seem to be;
and when he has gone over them all thoroughly, and takes a
general survey, he finds a great many laws and principles of
thought and action that control them in common. It is 80,
also, with our science, which has not yet got very far in its
travels.
'Far more encouraging to the investigator is the ju~
opinion of Professor Whitney: "The question, in short,",
1 An AeIyriao. Grammar Cor ComparatiTe Purpoeee (LondoD, IS72), p. 1
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not yet ripe for settlement. Whether the better comprehension of the history of Semitic speech which farther research
may give will enable us to determine it with confidence, need
not here be considered. While such a result is certainly
not to be expected with confidence, it may perhaps be looked
for with hope." 1
Professor Max Muller has treated this question of evidence
quite fully, in the last volume of his Chips from a German
W orkshop ~; and we shall close our preliminary survey of
the conditions and difficulties of our task by a consideration
of his forcible and very plausible statements upon the subject.
In referring to them it ought to be mentioned that Professor
Miiller is one of those who earnestly contend for the scientific
legitimacy of the very widest comparisons among the families
of speech, and that the remarks to be quoted are uttered
mostly in the way of cautioning against hasty conclusions.
Still, they may very easily be applied beyond the scope of
their author's main purpose. After speaki.g of the vagueness
of meaning in the Semitic roots as an obstacle to just comparison, he says: "I have by no means exhausted all the
influences that would naturally - nay, necessarily- have
contributed towards producing the differences between the
radical elements of Aryan and Semitic speech, always supposing that the two sprang originally from the same source.
Even if we excluded the ravages of phonetic decay from that
early period of speech, we should have to make ample allowance for the influence of dialectic variety. We know in the
Aryan languages the constant play between gutturals, dentals,
and labiaJs (quinque, Sk. panka, 'lrWre, Aeol. 'lrEpnre, Goth.
fWII). We know the dialectic interchange of aspirate,
media, and tenuis which, from the very beginning has imparted to the principal channels of Aryan speech their individual character (Tpe~, Goth. tnreis, High German drei).
1£ this, or much more, could happen within the dialectic limita
of one more or less settled body of speech, what must have
1 Ianguage
I

and the Study of Ianguage, p. 308.
Vol. iy. (London, 1876), pp. 99-109.
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been the chances' beyond those limits?" And again: "We
know that words which have identically the same sound in
Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and German cannot be the same
words, because they would contravene those phonetic laws
that made these languages to differ from each other..... .
The same applies, only with a hundredfold greater force, to
words in Hebrew and Sanskrit. If any °triliteral root in
Hebrew were to agree with a triliteral word in Sanskrit, we
should feel certain at once that they are not the same, or
that their similarity is purely accidental. Pronouns, numerals, and a few imitative rather than predicative names
for father, mother, etc., may have been preserved from the
earliest stage by the Aryan and Semitic speakers; but if
scholars go beyond, and compare such words as Hebrew
barak, to bless, and Latin precari 1 j Hebrew lab, heart, and
the English liver; Hebrew meleck, king, and the Latin ~
cere, to smooth, to quiet, to subdue, they are in great danger,
I believe, of proving too much."
With regard to the above strictures we remark, in the first
place, that we acknowledge that a triliteral root in Hebrew
cannot be etymologically related with a triliteral word in
Sanskrit; and we will even admit that if a triliteral (triconsonantal) Semitic root agrees in sound with a triconsonantal root in Sanskrit, the chances are ordinarily ill favor
of a mere accidental coincidence. But very little use, if any,
ought to be made of triliterals in comparisons; and we hope,
for our part, to escape the force of this censure upon AryoSemitic investigators in general. There was a time when
Miiller sllowed a more generous hospitality to their conclusions, based upon a more just discrimination of the conditions
of the inquiry, in the following words, uttered in 1861:
"The grammatical framework is totally distinct in these
two families of speech. This does not exclude, however,
the possibility that both are diverging streams of the same
source; and the comparisons that have been instituted b&1 Unfortunately thil very comparison is ret-ted by von Ranmer in his Iaa&
contribution: Zeitscbrift fdr vergl. Sprachfonchang, Vol. xxii. p. 245.
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tween the Semitic roots reduced to their simplest form and
the roots of the Aryan languages have made it more than
probable that the material elements with which they both
,
started were originally the same." 1
In the second place, we have to say that we think the
inferences from Aryan phonology are somewhat overdrawn.
Remembel'ing that we are concerned with roots, and not
with current words, we do not seem to see the same prevailing variation and interchange of sounds that Professor
Muller speaks of. Let anyone take a comparative phonological table of most of the Aryan languages, - such, for
example, as is given in Curtius's Griindzuge der griechischen
Etymologie, - and I think he will be struck by the general
correspondences, rather than by the variations, especially if
be had just been reading the strictures above quoted. We
do not think that there is a" constant" play between gutturals, dentals, and labials, such as the citation of the somewhat exceptional instance of the words for five would seem
to indicate. Even if we count in the families in which lantverschiebung of the mute letters has held sway, we shall find
the characteristics of our old Aryan mother not unfaithfully
transmitted to her many descndants. Not only has the whole
structural type been preserved in each, but we may also
readily recognize a family likeness in each special feature
throughout the whole system. But it does not seem quite
just to us to throw in the Teutonic languages with the rest
as representing phonologically the Aryan family, as when the
phonetic differences between German and Sanskrit, Greek
and Latin, are cited. If we take the last three languages,
and along with them almost any form of Aryan speech that
is not Teutonic, we think that roots (not words) occurring
among them which have identically the same sound and
meaning must be the same roots. Lantverschiebung in the
mutes is not a regular, but rather an exceptional, principle
1 Lectures on tbo Science of Language (Am. edition), p. 282. Tbo same
opinion bad been even more strongly expreased in the Letter on thl' Turanian
IAnl,rnages.
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of change in the Aryan tongues, and in the languages of tile
world at large. The great development of the TentoU:
family and their influence on history and civilization haw
given their dialects a greater prominence than is their De
among the Aryan tongues, and hence Grimm's law 888UIIII!III
a larger space in linguistic treatment than the scope of ita
actual influence within the Aryan sphere would properly
entitle it to. The languages which have remained nearelli
to the original Aryan type are free from the regular operatiaa
of this principle; and we have not the slightest reason far
supposing that the Semitic family was subject to its in1l0e0ae
in its earliest days before its acce88ible roots came into DIe;
rather, judging by the general aspect of human speech, 'ft
would assume that it was not. These roots are all that 'ft
have to do with in our inquiries, and the oldest aeceesible
Aryan roots are all that we have to regard upon the other
side of the comparison.
We have thus tried to present, as fully and fairly 88 P.
sible, all the objections that have been made to attempts"
comparing the two systems of speech, 88 well 88 to show
frankly the difficulties that beset the path of the investigator.
The reader will be some measure prepared for the geDenI
statement of the principles which shall guide us in our c0mparisons. These we shall now proceed to state particulariy.
As to the forms to be compared, we have already said,
what must be self-evident, that it is necessary to take tbes
in their primary signification. To obtain this will be •
matter of great difficulty, requiring great delicacy of treUment, especially in the Semitic family. It is notorious how
much all the critical lexicographers, 88 well as other inVftD.
gators of Semitic roots, differ among themselves in multitudel
of important cases. Still, it seems to us that an amount 01
success has been already attained which justifies the hope of
still more satisfactory results.
The next condition of our comparison is, that the materW
to be compared must be reduced to its simplest form. Thill
involves two principles: first, that any sound which can be

m
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shown not to have belonged to the original expression or
symbol of thought must be rejected in the so-called roots of
both families; and second, that all the sounds themselves
must be referrible to the primary phonetic stock of each
system of spooch. The former of these principles will be
most appropriately adjusted when we come to take up in
their order the different classes of comparable forms. The
latter ought to be set forth explicitly at once, as being· of
universal application.
As to 1!he sounds of the Aryan language at the time of
the first separation we have no need at present to say anything. They are well ascertained, and may be soon in any
of the comparative grammars. They will be alluded to in
their order when we classify the Semitic sounds. This we
now proceed to do.
We begin, as is most natural, with the gutturals. In the
Semitic tongues, especially in Arabic and Ethiopic, the most
highly developed phonetically, these have become numerous,
and some of them very peculiar in sound. The question that
concerns us is whether they are all primitive, or whether
they were not developed at an early stage of Semitic speech,
before the different dialects branched off. The latter we
think to have been the case, and find evidence of various
kind for this position. First, we have the analogy of that
great family whose inner history has been most clearly
revealed, - the Aryan. It started with no true gutturals at
all, but in several of its dialects, notably in the Armenian
and Celtic, they are found variously and strongly developed.
If this could and did take place after the separation of the
different members of the Aryan stock, it is as easy to believe
that a similar result could take place in the Semitic idiom
after separation from the Aryan. This we insist upon
strongly against those who, like Professor Sayce,1 hold that
tIle very existence of such Semitic sounds precludes the
theory of Aryan affinity. In the next place, we think that
in the growth of Semitic speech, with its peculiar structure,
1 See our ItlCODd Article, Vol. xxxiii.

pp. 8&11 ft:
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it was inevitable in attempting to express the great variety
of notions ',red in the minds of an intellectual people, that
they shoul(l employ a greater variety of sounds than those
with wb;.('b they at first started. There was a two-fold inner
necesRity {('r this. First, the vowels could not be used in
fl)rming- lI'~w roots among the Semites, but only in forming deriv')tives, or in expressing different aspects of the
root-idea. Secondly, there W88 no compounding of words
with ~repositiolls or other modifying terms to express new
relations or kindred notions. When the need for various
expression was felt, resort must have been had unconsciously
to the stock of consonants, from whose fundamentally distinct
sounds there gradually arose variations, at first, perhaps,
slightly, and finally quite strongly marked. Other causes no
doubt conspired with these in each case of differentiation,
and we think it probable that the strongest gutturals, such
88 are met with both within and without the Semitic family,
were produced by those general influences, such as food,
climate, and mode of life, which led to their development in
the Armenian and both of the great Celtic dialects. But we
think thllt these finer distinctions, peculiar to the Semitic,
Buch as the Arabic
and
as well as Bome of the nonguttural variants, were due not only to such occasions, but
to those others which are peculiar to Semitic 8peech. Hence,
88 it appears to us, the immense range of consonantal expression shown in the Semitic idiom, exceeding anything in the
pure Aryan languages, even the Sanskrit,! some of whose
sounds (the" cereurals") are probably borrowed, and others
mere euphonic variants. But, in the third place, however
we may account for the variety of consonanta, the fact of the
gradual development of the different sounds does not rest
• trace the process of developentirely upon theory. We can
ment in the later stages of development. The Arabic
is not found as a fixed independent sound in the other

c:

e'

e.

1 Max MOller's Science of Lan[l:uage (Am. ed.), p. 180, gives tbe number
of Sauskrit consonants wrongly as thirty_ven. The independent eon80nIllU.
are apparently twenty-six, against the nrenty-eigbt in Arabic.
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dialects, not even in Ethiopic, which went hand in hand with
it so long after the other dialects left the parent stock. . We
can see a tendency to its use in Hebrew, or rather a pronunciation of the , somewhat resembling it, since we find the,
sometimes represented by the Greek "I in proper names in
the Septuagint, even in the middle of a word when it is
usually not represented at all (e.g. per1M' for mlrl, Gen. x. 7).
But this only shows how it was possible for the Arabs to
develop an occasional into a fixed sound,l and so throws light
upon the subject of the origin of the Semitic gutturals generally. In Hebrew one character stood for both sounds,
arlll therefore we must assume that the divergence was of
later origin than the invention of their alphabet. So with the
n in Hebrew and its representatives in the northern Semitic
dialects. The Arabic and Ethiopic made of this letter, which
bad a fluctuating, uncertain character ill Hebrew, two distinct unvarying sounds, for which they devised special characters, C' t; ill,~· Looking at this tendency to multiplication of guttural sounds, which is so unmistakable in those
language~ which had the best scope for the development of
their inherent capahilities - a tendency whose operations
can be so easily traced; and looking, on the other hand, at
the liability to the reduction of those gutturals to the simple
smooth and rough breathings which we find essentially in all
languages,2 we naturally conclude that they were all gradually
developed out of those primary sounds. That this is so is
reduced almost to a certainty when we attempt to utter
those sounds, and find that they are all distinctly related in
two orders which have as close a relation to one another as
d ~~rs to t. The Arabic and (=,) are developed from

e

e

1 Ayin, the most peculiar of the gutturals, seems to have h!ld a tendency in
two opposite directions after its origination, more marked than in any other of
its dIU'S. The tendency 10 greater strength and variety we see exemplified best
in Arabic. The inclination to weakness and assimilation we see in the later
history of all the other dialects, while in Assyrian it is only and always a mere
vowel. - Cf. Sayee's Assyr. Grammar for compo purposes, p. 32 f.
s See p. 357 in our second Article, and compare Ewald's Auafiihrliches hebr.
Lehrbuch, i 58.
VOL. XXXVI. No. 144.
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, (=et), while

[~

t

and
are developed from IS (=M) ; the
for~er order be~g just the sonants of the latter respectively.
For the sounds in each order essentially the same organs are
employed. The possible "modifications in position may be
illustrated by the use of the German cA, or better still by the
Welsh ch, as compared with the ordinary A. The peculiarity
of the Semitic pronunciation is, that it has brought out the
with its surd C more distinctly than any other language;

e

though, as Dr. Merkel tells

US,1

an approach to the

e or

is heard in German speech under certain circumstances.
A more minute physiological analysis of these sounds than
we can give here 2 would only confirm what we have said of
the easy gradations of the Semitic gutturals, and of their
development from the simple breathings.
From all this it appears not only that the variety and
peculiarity of these Semitic sounds offer no bar to a comparison with other linguistic systems, but also that we have
arrived at the same phonological level as that upon which
the primitive Aryan breaths are found to stand. Let us
look at the Aryan side of the equation for a moment. We
find here that, so far as we can determine, they had only tlle
spiritus lenis,S not the spiritus asper. This, however, does
not prevent a final equalization of the sounds in question;
for the history of speech shows how soon the A was developed,
as phonology shows how easily it arises and falls into disuse.·
His really the surd of .: (=et). If the organs remain in
the position which they assume upon the pronunciation of
any vowel at the beginning of a word, and if then we blow
:P

1 C. L. Merkel's Physiologie der mensehlichen Spraebe (Leipzig, 1866), P. 74The reader iA referred to Max Miiller's Science of Language (Am. ed.), VoL
ii. p. 148, and to. the works anuded to iu that chapter, particularly to those of
Lepsius, Briicke, aud Czermak; aIIIo to the thorough and very able work of
Merkel above cited.
I Schleicher's Compendium d. vergl. Grammatik d. indogerm. Spraeben, 4.
Anftage (Weimar, 1876), p. 11.
t See the sounds of Zend, Old-Italian, Greek, Old-Irish, etc., in Schleicher'.
Compendium; and compare the phenomena of the ~ed Cockuey speech, as
"Well 88 the use or disuse of h in Modern French.
I
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instead of breathing, or, which is the same thing, make a
surd instead of a sonant sound, we shall have a light spiritus
asper instead of the sphitus lenis.! We have no doubt that
the same thing was done by the Semites as by the Aryans,
and that from the fundamental smooth breathing they also
differentiated their h sound. From these, as we have seen,
the surd and sonant orders of gutturals were thereafter
developed. Hence we see -nothing to prevent us from regarding all the Semitic gutturals as comparable with the
spiIitus len is of the Aryans, which the Greeks alone expressed by a definite sign, since they borrowed their alphabet
directly from a Semitic people. Of course this can be
proved only by adequate comparison; but we are concerned
now to show that the formidable list of Semitic gutturals
ought not to divert us from the attempt to institute such
a comparison. From what has been said it is clear that
we are not justified in receiving, with Dr. Delitzsch the
Aryan gh as the analogue of what we may call the surd or
h order of Semitic gutturals. In the first place it is most
probable that the Aryan sonant aspirates, gh, dh, bit, arose,
during the separate history of the family, from the earlier
g, d, and b, just as in Sanskrit the surd aspirates kh, th, and
ph arose after its separation from the main linguistic stem.
In the second place, remembering that we have to compare
with the spiritus asper, or the simple h, we find that its
origin in the Aryan languages is not due exclusively, or even
in any large degree, to an original gh. In the old Aryan
tongues there were apparently two types of guttural sound;
the one being conveniently represented by the Greek X and
the other by the Greek':'. The latter sound is of various
origin. It either arises independently, as often in Greek and
. Latin, and 'other idioms, or represents an original I, y, or v,
as frequently in Greek, or is due to the dropping of the g, d,
I The physiological conditions or the utterance or each spiritus are given by
Merkel, op. cit., pp 72-74, who also shows in the same connection how natural
tbe transition is from one kind of guttural to any other. He restricts unduly,
however, the scope of the at sound, distinguishing it from the French la, to which
it is really equivalent when it begins a word or syllable.
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or b from the original aspirates, as occu;s irregularly in all
the Aryan tongues, especially in the Celtic. It is never due
directly, in our opinion, to an original gh. Gh, it is true,
is represented in Latin at the beginning of a root by h, as it
is in Greek by X; but this h was originally a rough guttural l
like the Greek, and the sound was beard along with the
ordinary h in common speech, as it was in Anglo-Saxon,'
and other old Teutonic languages, until the latter sound took
its place entirely. Further, the rough Roman h, as well as
the Greek X, must, we think, have passed through a shlge
in which it had the kh sound.s But it may be asked how
the Sanskrit It arose. It represents mostly an original gh,
and is manifestly a corruption of it. It is a sonant, and is
the only It in the Aryan tongues that is not surd. It was
evidently, therefore, not primarily formed from the other
aspirates through the dropping of their first element; if so it
would have been a surd, as the h so arising became in the other
Aryan languages. Its pronunciation probably somewhat
resembled that of the German g in Tage, though it is not
safe to speak with authority on such an obscure matter.·
This theory would best agree with its development from gh.
Here, then, we admit, is a guttural breath derived from gk.
May it not have been so also with the Semitic family, if we
allow it to have had at one time the gh sound? Certainly
not; f,)\' its modifications would have brought it into range
with the sonant or N order of gutturals, whereas Dr. Delitzsch
makes the gh the Aryan representative of the n, or surd
order. Moreover, it stands most nearly related pbonologi1 Consen: Ueber AU8sprache Betonung u. Vocalismu! d. LateinillCbeo
Sprache (Leipzig, 1868), Vol. i. pp. 96, 97.
t March's Anglo·Saxon Grammar, p. 17.
8 The Celtic (Old Irish) ch is corrupted from c (1::), occasionally from 9 j
ZeUS!, Grammatica Celtica, 2d ed. (Berlin, 1871), pp. 63-71, compo pp. 74. 78 j
Schleicher's Compendium (4th ed.), pp. 273-279. The Aryan gh become. gin
Celtic.
• Schleicher (Compendium, 4th ed .• p. 17), gives it the sound of the German l.
JOade sonant. Bopp (Kritische, Gramm. d. Sanskrita-Sprache. 4th ed., p. 20 f.),
makes it equal to the Greek X sofll'nOO. This agrees more nearly with oar own
new. and harmonizes better with our theory &8 to the geuesis of each _ad.
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e' the Semitic guttural; which, as we
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have seen,

was not the first, but the very last of the Semitic gutturals
in the order of development.
We have dealt thus at length with the guttural sounds,
because they are so numerous and so peculiarly Semitic, and
seem to present obstacles in the way of a comparison with
the Aryan family which the other classes of sounds do not.
The conclusion at which we arrive is, that all of these
gutturals in our comparisons ought to be disregarded, as
they are of purely Semitic development. The spiritus lenis,
-' or at, is all that was common to Aryan and Semitic at the
time of their separation, if they ever spoke a common idiom
at all.
It is impossible for us to write, in this connection, at the
same length of the other classes of comparable Aryan and
Semitic sounds. The same principles which were maintained
with regard to the development of the variant gutturals will
hold with regard to the differentiation of other sounds within
the bounds of their own generic classes. We shall therefore
proceed more rapidly to an examina.tion of the remaining
contents of the Aryan and Semitic alphabets.
Next to be considered are the other weak sounds v (w)
and y. As far as can be ~ade out at the present stage of
linguistic science, these were radical sounds in the two great
families, though their history has been strikingly different in
many respects. As to the Aryan v, the fact admits of no
question; as to the y, though it does not occur in many
Aryan roots, yet these are very ancient, and its use both in
the pl"Onouns and in inflective elements shows that it could
not very well have been developed from an original i,l from
which it often arises in both Aryan and Anaryan linguistic
forms. It is to be noted, however, that in roots, not in
formative elements, the usc of v preponderates largely over
that of y. The same holds true in the Semitic family. Y is
much more rarely found in the triliteral roots than is 11.
1 In some roots, no doubt, the y was very early developed from an original i,
as in the root ytS to go, as compared with i.
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What is most remarkable, however, about these sounds, from
a comparative point of view, is that they are vastly more
numerous in roots of the Semitic family than in those of the
Aryan. This is certainly a most instructive fact, as it is
one that cannot be ignored in any just investigation of the
general question of Aryo-Semitic relatiolls. It may be accounted for in this way: Over and above the normal representatives of the Aryan y and 1.0 in Semitic, there would be
"two occasions of a large addition. First, it is natural to
assume that these primary vowels of the Aryo-Semitic stock
would often harden into semi-vowels; i and u would thus
become y and v, in a consonantal system like the Semitic.
Again, on the theory of original biliteral roots in Semitic,
these would become triliteral through the use of weak letters
such as y and v. Hence a Semitic 1.0 or y would in comparisons have to be regarded sometimes as having no representative in the Aryan speech, sometimes as representing an
Aryan It or i, and sometimes their own phonetic equivalent.
It is scarcely necessary to say that the Semitic forms in
which either of these sounds occurs require great delicacy
and caution in treatment; for we must not only ascertain
to what class each belongs as regards its origin, but also to
discriminate carefully between the two letters, inasmuch 8S
they so frequently interchange, especially in some of the
dialects. On these sounds we have nothing further to remark,
except to say that, according to our present light, Dr. Delitzsch does not seem to be justified in excluding the Aryan
y from his table of phonetic correspondences.
The sounds land r come up next for discussion. Dr.
Delitzsch, in his table above cited, makes the Aryan.,. representative of the Semitic r and I. We have no objection to
this statement; but it requires to be properly explained,
from a consideration of the true relations of the two sounds
to on~ another. First, as to the Aryan sounds. It is usually
held, mostly through the influence of Schleicher 1 and Fick,'
1
I

Compendium, etc., pp. ll, 162.
Thia is ..slimed throughout his Vergl. WOrterbuch d. inclogerm. Sprachea.
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that the primitive Aryan had no I, and that in all the cases
of the appearance of that sound in the diverging languages,
it arose from the r. This is one of the most interesting
questions in Aryan phonology, though one which cannot be
discussed here. We only remark upon it that the contrary
opinion, which has been defended by Heymann,! seems to be
entitled to at least as much support.2 With regard to the
Semitic I and r the sources of evidence are still fewer and
more doubtful. But as to both families we would maintain
that both sounds once existed, though vaguely and even
interchangeably pronounced. In behalf of this we would
cite the history of the sounds in all families that possess
them. There are no sounds in human speech so liable to
confusion and interconversion.8 Even in the Aryan tongues,
where as a rule I is developed from r, the change from r to I
is not infrequent.' In the Drnvidian family of languages,
the Tamil, Telugu, Canaresc, etc., r also changes into I,
though the reverse is very often the case.Ci In some of the
dialects of Polynesia, of South Africa, and of the Indians of
North America the confusion is almost universal. 6 In some
words the speaker is heard to pronounce I, and in other words
r, when the sound is radically the same. In some languages
the I is wanting, as in Zend, as also in old Persian,7 in Ar1 Das l der indogermanischen Sprachen gehort der indogerm. Grnndsprache
(GOttingen, lSi3).
I A full review of the controversy and of the state of the question is given in
Pezzi's Glottologia aria recentissima, pp. 17-24. The author hiD18elf holds to
to the belief that I was a primitive Aryan BOund.
a Even cultivated persons speaking highly developed languages are liable to
this infirmity, e.g. Alcibides who was ridiculed by Aristophanes for his use of l
for ", V espai 44. cr. Plutarch, Vito Ale. 1.
• See some examples in M. Miiller's Science of Language (Am. ed.), ii. p. 184.
6 Rev. n. Caldwell, Comp. Granlmar of the Dravidian Languages, p. 120,
cited by M. Muller, ii. p. 185.
'Even among the dialects which are generally snpposed to have no r BOund
at all, and whose speakers are thooght to use l in place of it in trying to utter
a foreign word, cases are not unknown of the utterance of the r. The writer
has had as a guide on angling excursions a Micmac Indiao, - a tribe usually .
thought iocapable of the r, - who actually changed It foreigu l into ao r more
frequently than the reverse, saying ric1cer, for example, instead of liquor.
t Zeitachrift d. deutschen Morgenl. Gese1lschaft. Vols. xiii. p. 379; xvi. p.ll.
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menian,l and in several dialects of Japan, of Africa, and
America. 2 R, again, is wanting in Chinese, in many dialects
of America and Polynesia, and in the Kafir language.s Some
hillguages, again, have two ,.'s, as the dialects of Australia;'
while others have two ['s, as some of the Siberian idioms.5
One tribe, at least, of the last-named family, the Tchuktches,
have two ,.'s and two l'S.6 It is only necessary to adJ that
in the literary period of the Semitic languages r sometimes
becomes [,7 though the reverse is not yet proved. From all
this it seems clear that in all languages both sounds were
originally one, and that, in most cases, a sound vibrating
between the two. In most languages as they advanced in
age the two were clearly discriminated. In the Aryan, for
some time before the divergence of its dialects, they were probably not yet perfectly distinct. 8 In Semitic they must have
been di,aricated very early in its separate history. It follows,
accordingly, that for purposes of comparison,. and I in both
families may be regarded as representing the same primitive sound. To the hypothetical Aryo-Semitic speech Olle
might then justly apply the remark made by Dr. Bleek of
the Setchnana dialects: "One is justified to consider ,. in
these dialects as a sort of floating letter, and rather intermediate between land,. than a decided,. sonnd." 9
M and n do not require much diHcussion for the settlement
of their relatiolls in the two systems. Unlike the last two
Zei I8chrift d. deu tschen Morgenl. Gesellschafi, Vol. xiii. p. 380.
Ibid., Vol. xii. p. 453.
• See the references in Max Millier's Science of Language, ii. pp. 179, 180.
'Friedrich Miiller,Grundriss d. Sprachwiseenschaft, ii. Baud, 1. Abth.(WI4III,
1879), pp. 1,81, etc.
• F. Miiller, op. Co p. 100.
e F. Milller, op. e. p. 134.
, So r.;=;~ Ezek. xix. 7; Isa. xiii. 22, for r"I;="~. palaces: ;'II"ISM Pa.
ev. 15 for "~;'~M, to make to shine (comp. Ewllld, 'A~.f. hebr. Lehrb'u~b, 8th
ed., 1870, ~ 51 e.). In Assyrian even a sibilant generally becomes l before a
dental (Sayce, Compo Assyr. Grammar, p. 30), bu& it must first have become r;
hencc the name Chaldaeans, &8 compared with 0"1':1=.
8 Comp. Pezzi, Glottologia aria reeentissima, p. 24.• The Library of His Excllency Sir George Grey; Philology (Capet.own,I858),
Vol. i. p. 135, quoted by M. Miiller, Science of Language, Ii. p. 184.
1
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sounds, they are totally distinct in their origin in all languages. As nasals they are liable to occasional interchange
in hoth families, but are not regularly inter-convertible. In
the Semitic roots care must be taken to distinguish between
the undoubtedly radical n and the same sound where it
seems, at least to' the advocates of the biliteral theory, to
have been used as a mere determinative, as it appears to be
one of the letters most frequently employed for the purpose.
Moreover, being next in weakness to y and v, it is liable to
take the place of other liquid letters, as well as to interchange
with y, a matter of very frequent occurrence. M, on the
other hand, is much more stable than n. It passes into on
much less frequently than the reverse occurs, and very rarely
takes the place of the other liquids.1 Of course, ill Semitic
the m is liable to interchange with the other labials - a phenomenon appearing in all languages possessing these sounds.s
The Semitic III and n may be provisionally taken to represent
the corresponding Aryan sounds, with important restrictions
which may operate in consideration of the foregoing cautions.
We pass now to the sibilants of the respective systems.
At first sight, a comparison seems very difficult, if not impossible. In the primitive Aryan there was only one s, the
ordinary fundamental sibilant. In the Semitic idiom there
are several, and it will be necessary to examine them, to
classify them, and to reduce them, if possible, to their fundamental primitive sonnds, so that we may get a proper basis
of comparison with the Aryan s.
A careful comparison of the Semitic sibilants leads us to
the conclusion that before the breaking up of the family there
were developed three distinct sounds, answering respectively
to the Hebrew t), " and y.. These sounds are found in all the
dialects,- Arabie, Etbiopic, Aramaic, Hebrew, and Assyrian,
1 A rare instance of m arising from 1is shown in the Arabic ~;sl.;.:;.. .lcull,
aDswering to the Hebrow I"';i;..
• .

...

That is, nearly all known languages. In a few they arc wanting altogether,
as in those of the Six Nations and the Hurons in North America; in others
lOme of them are absent, 81 in a few of the dialects of Africa, and thronghout
I

Au&tralia,
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with their subordinate varieties,- and to them all the other
sibilant modifications may be reduced. The z sound (pronounced as in English) is the sonant o~ the surd s, and arises
from it normally in all languages which p,?ssess it, though
also occasionally springing from other sounds. Hence we
have to account for the two sounds t) and 1" These conclusions we shall try to make clear.
In the first place, the sand sh sounds (Heb. t),1=, and u;, Syr.
..sg and .... , Arabic l.1' and 11-' Ethiopic fI and W, Assyrian
s' ~nd s 1) sprang from the same source. This might be
argued from the history of the sounds in languages generally,
in which sh is developed from s. But we have other evidence, drawn from the phenomena exhibited by these sounds
in the history of the different Semitic idioms. The distinction
between the 1= and sounds, by which the former approximated
to the sound of t)2 was made in Hebrew alone sufficiently
important to be represented by a special sign. Leaving these
aside, as of clearly late origin, we find that the s and sA
sounds have fluctuated and varied greatly from the time of
the separation of the different branches of the family. H
these dialects be divided roughly into Northern and Southeru
Semitic, - the former including Hebrew, Aramaic, and Assyrian, the latter, Arabic and Ethiopic,- it will be found that
the s sound of the northern division is represented mostly
by the s sound in the southern, while the s of the former
corresponds radically for the most part to the sh of the la.tter.
Yet the correspondence is not sufficiently regular to make
this a fixed principle of sound-shifting; nor can the division
given above be regarded as anything more than a very general
classification. A multitude of facts could be adduced, in
.addition to the above, if space permitted, to show how these

=

I S' = Heb. t), and 8 = C. I follow Sayee's method of transcription as ic is
probably the one most familiar to Americans.
• That C and W were originally distinct in Hebrew is proved by the fact that the
C is representell in Arabie by U'" more frequently than by
while the lD is
represented only by
See Ewald, Auaf. hebr. Lehrbueh (8th ed., 18iO).
t 50 a. In later times t) and \z) were much interchanged.

11-.

11-,
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sibilants varied and interchanged from the earliest known
Semitic times, and that too according to no stable law of
permutation, but according to local and tribal peculiarities,
such as has made the sl, sound difficult to the Ephraimites,l
and to many others throughout the world, or the s sound
difficult ill the later Etbiopic,2 to a great extent in Celtic,S
and in various other idioms. The conclusion is that the
supposition of a development of s and sit from two fundamentally distinct sounds, - a notion improbable on general principles, - is untenable also on historical grounds. What the
original sound was, it is impossible to determine with exactness. Most probably, however, as wc shall see presently, it
was that of the Hebrew t), or thc ordinary s, with a slight
tendency to palatization which would account for the frequency of the sk sound in the southern dialects, and its preponderance in the northern, where other· influences were
also brought to bear, tending the same way.
The z sound (Heb. ,) arose sometimes from s and sometimes from the sound represented by the Hebrew y. In
either case, as we shall see, the primary source was probably
the same. It clearly was not an original Semitic, as also it
was not an Aryan, sound.
It remains, then, to account for y and its representatives in
the other dialects. This is peculiarly Semitic, running through
all the branches of the family. Yet is only peculiarly Semitic
as a constant letter; for the sound itself is probably heard in
every language possessing sibilants at all. In English, for
example, we utter it in such words as cost, as distinguished from
the s in cast. It is due there to the vowel sound with which
it is connected; but in the Semitic languages its sound is the
samc no matter what may be the accompanying vowels. In
the northern Semitic there seems to have been a slight
hardening of the first part of the utterance, with almost a
Judg. xii. 6.
See Dillmann. Aethiop. Grammatik. p. 51. His whole discussion of the
Ethiopic sibilants is very instructive. and confirms very strongly the view here
advocated.
a Schleicher. op. cit., p. 1165. ZeOlI. op. cit., p. 119 f. et a1.
1
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complete closing of the organs, giving the effect of a sligtJ&
t sound before the sibilant. But even this sound was usually
transcribed by ~ in the Septuagint, as ~af300J(J for ~,a.od
very seldom by~. The pronunciation primarily was evidently that of a strong s, made with the tongue turned back
against the roof of the mouth. It stood related to the 0rdinary s as the Hebrew f:) to r"I. VaMOUS lioes of evidence
point to the conclusion that it was not an original sound, but
one developed from the primitive s. First, its organic ~
ciation with the latter. The original s was probably, 88 we
have seen, pronounced indefinitely, and perhaps 80meyblj
variously. There was that tendency among the Semites ro
multiply consonantal sounds which we have already m.
cussed. What more natural than to take the occasional 80IlIld
of s, just described as existing in English and elsewhele,
and make it a fixed one, without regard to the vowel:'! accompanying, especially when it is considered that the vowels
played a secondary part, and were necessarily varied c0ntinually within the same invariable consonantal formula?
The Semites, in developing their roots, necessarily had the
sellse of consonantal stability developed and continually
exercised; while the Aryans have regarded the preservatioa
of the vowels as essentially bound up in vital union with &be
consonants. The Semites, then, would he inclined to hold
fast to each distinct consonantal sound when once made
familiar to their ears. The Aryans could not; for the same
vowels being retained in each utterance would prevent tbt
discrimination of the consonantal variations, just as we are
still ordinarily unconscious that the s in cast and the s m
cost are different sounds. Secondly, the same thing is
illustrated in the history of the most fuUy developed Semitic
dialects, - the Ethiopic and especially the Arabic, - whete
the tendency, having once fairly set in, was carried 80 far
that not only the simple sand t, but also the d and the:.
had their secondary sounds. It is fair to argue, within ~
tain well-considered limits, from the living facts of a bulguage to its inherent tendencies, and in these later derelop-
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ments of the Semitic idiom we see exemplified the principles
of its primeval working. In the third place, the y sound
seems not to have been originally a distinct sibilant, for it
interchanges with the sand z sounds so frequently in kindred
roots that we can hardly attribute the coincidences to the
confusion of the sounds. One must have developed from
another. For proof of this statement we must appeal to the
lexicons, since we cannot afford the space needed for all
adequate exhihition.
It is now proper to show how all the Semitic sibilants may
be classified as to their immediate origin. To the Hebrew
r and its equivalent in Aramaic and Assyrian answer the
Ethiopic 1\ and
and the Arabic vG' ~,and~. These
were all developed at first from the y sound, though on
account of their similarity to other sounds, such as those of
tI and =, they were often interchanged with the latter, and
more rarely with other sounds. According to the modern
Arabic pronunciation, which may be taken as sufficiently
near the ancient for our purpose, therc were thus two orders
of sounds; the one uttered with the tongue close to the
teeth: 0, c (~), " or their equivalents; and the other with
the tongue turned back against the roof of the mouth: vG
(1"), ~ 1, Ilnd J:r..2 In these groups t) and r represent the
primary sounds of their respective ranks. The historical
development is probably to be represented by the order of
the letters as they here stand, except that " in all likelihood,
arose laier than y. While all of these were thus primarily
developed from one sound, it ough~ to be observed that
sometimes we find a sibilant degenerated from a mute, as
from tI, , from~. In comparisons these must, of course, be
carefully distinguished from those which are unquestionably
of sibilant origin.
The last group of consonants to be considered are the

e

=

1 Pronounced as d would be in tbe empbatic Engli8h 8yllable odd. Tbe original sibilation was gradually lost. In Ethiopic it was resumed again. See
DiJlmann's Grammar, p. 52.
• Pronounced as z in the combination - .
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so-called mutes or explosives, represented in English by k,
g; t, d; p, b.. Looking first at the Aryan alphabet, we find

that before the breaking up of the family they had not only
the primary sounds shown above, but that the sonants were
also aspirated so as to yield three additional letters, gh, dA,
and bk. That these latter arose later than g, d, and b we
have already hinted in treating of the supposed correspondence between gh and the Semitic gutturals. This is a
question which is, of course, not to be solved through accessible historical evidence. The sonant aspirates were .ery
important and well-established phonetic elements when the
several Aryan dialects branched off, and are represented
more or less in them all. To show that the unaspirated
sounds preceded them in origin, we shall point, first, to the
fact that the aspirating tendency was evidently still preseut
at the Aryan dillpcrsion. The surd mutes k, t, p, were then
unaspirated. They assumed the aspiration afterwards, not
only in Sanskrit, but also in other Aryan dialects. But it
may be said that the roots in which these aspirates are found
are more numerous than those which contain un aspirated
letters, and therefore the former class of sounds might seem
to have been the earlier. In our view this only shows the
strength of the tendency to aspirate the sonant mutes, after
it had once well begun. Otherwise we would be led to curious
conclusions.
Take the sounds band bh, for example.
Schleicher, who also thinks 1 that the aspirates are of later
origin than the simple g, d, b, asserts that he does not know
of a single example which proves beyond doubt the existence
of b in the old Aryan idiom as it is accessible to us. And it is
certain that this sound is never found as a final in Aryan roots,
while its existence at the beginning is perhaps more than
doubtful. If the aspirates were also original sounds, we
should thus be compelled to believe th!l.t in the Aryan system
the simple b was originally unknown, though all the members
of that family subsequently developed it as one of their most
1 See his Compendium, etc., p. 11 ; Ibid., po 160. See &be refereDcea &here
given for fuller dilel1llion.
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important elements, and although the same idiom had from
the beginning the corresponding surd p unaspirated - a supposition almost, if not quite, incredible according to general
linguistic experience. The conclusion seems, on all grounds,
inevitable, that the primary Aryan mutes were simply k, t, p,
g, d, b.
An examination of the Semitic mutes leads to precisely
the same result. At the outset we must observe that the
spirant sound assumed by b, d, g, k, p, t after vowels, which
was, perhaps, due to Aramaic influence, and is only found
in that language and Hebrew, with their dialectical varieties, was of late origin. It was unknown in Arabic, Ethiopic, and apparently in Assyrian. l The change ·of pinto fin
Arabic, which wholly lost the former sound, cannot be surely
traced to a like influence. The same is true of the Arabic tIt.
Leaving out these incidental variations, and beginning with
the palatals, we find that besides the ordinary k we have a
deeper palatal, the Hebrew p, represented throughout the
whole family. It had its origin some time before the separation of the Semitic tribes, as is proved by its individuality
and vitality throughout the history of Semitic speech. It
was doubtless developed from the ordinary k sound through
the same tendency' that led, in the same family, to the production of the deep gutturals. Yet it had also strong
affinities with the g sound, as is shown by the great number
of cases in which they interchange, as well as by the fact
that in later Semitic times it has shown a tendency to a
sonant utterance, as in Babylonian \I and in some dialects of
Modern Arabic.3 So it also interchanges, though less frequently, with the gutturals; and, in all cases of its citation
in comparisons, its true relations will have to be ascertained.
Next, as to t and d. The latter sound has a variant only
in Arabic and Ethiopic. This has been developed from the
sound, as already seen; but from its resemblance to the
primary d sound, the latter was often interchanged with it .

r

1
I

Sayee, Comp. Assyrian Grammar, p. 36.
8ee Merx, in the Zeitschrift d. morgen!. Gel. xxii. 273.

I

.

Ibid., p. 30.
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~ with its representatives owes its origin to the primary t,
though it often takes the place of yon account of the organic
association of these sounds.1 Less freqnently it stands for
an original d. The Arabic ~ arose from t, as is shown,
among other ways, by its correspondence with the Aramaic
Z'I when the Hebrew has ~.
As to the labial order of mutes no difficulty occurs. The
Arabic u is, of course, only the primary p become a spirant.
It corresponds regularly with the p in the other dialects.
The Ethiopic shows most peculiarity here. It has the f of
the Arahic, and, besides the ordinary p (perhaps slightly assibilated) another, whose pronunciation it is difficult to discover
exactly, but which seems to have been uttered quickly and
emphatically, perhaps after the manner of a as compared with
n. The two last seem to have been mostly developed from an
earlier b, though sometimes also from p itself. These labials
in Ethiopic are the most fiuctuating sounds in the langoa".oe,
and have rendered their comparison with Inbia1~ in the other
dialects somewhat uncertain in many cases. The Semitic b
had virtually the same prollunciation throughout the whole
system. It flhould be added that in all the dialects not only
does b sometimes take the place of p, but the other labial
m takes the plnce of either. Naturally, however, this did
not take place in the earliest Semitic ti~es, and a careful
examination ought to enable us, as with other cases of
permutation, to determine the primary forms. This hasty
survey hrings us to the simple sounds k, t, p, g, d, b, as the
original Semitic mutes.
We have thus reduced both the Aryan and the Semitic
consonants to their primary limits. We have found that
the original Aryan st.ock consisted of the following sounds:
k, t, p, g, d, b, s, r (I), m, n, y, v, with the spiritus lenis.
The original Semitic stock has been reduced to precisely the
same sounds. No root, therefore, can be found in either
1 Ifth~ tongue he very slightly moved from the roof of the mouth while tbe
'Jrgans aTC in the r:I position, and an emphatic hi88ing sound be JDIIde, \he resale
will be y.
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family which contains n letter not reducible ultimately and
legitimately to some sound in the above catalogue. As yet
we have said nothing to show how far these letters radically
represent one another respectively in the two systems. But
a necessary step has been taken and a formidable difficulty
overcome in the preparation for the work of comparison.
That is aU we are entitled to say till the end of our compari80n is reached.
A question naturally arises as to the representation of tho
primary Aryan vowels in the Semitic. With Schleicher 1 and
others we think that, at an earlier stage of the Aryan idiom
than that accessible to us, there were but three simple vowel
sounds, a, i, tt. The same sounds, as the Arabic language
shows, comprised the primary vowel stock of the Semites;
though in some of the dialects, especially in Hebrew, theirdevelopment was as various as in any of the Aryan tongues~
while even true diphthongs, though not easily originated
under the tri-consonantal system, also came into use in the
later history of the' idiom. It does not come within thescope of this Article to show how the Aryan relation of vowel
and consonant may be reconciled with the Semitic 88sociation
of these elements, which is 80 strikingly dissimilar. This
it will be proper to do when we come to treat of the constitution of ultimate roots in the two systems of speech. Weo
shall conclude the present discussion with an ex.hibition of
the final results of our phonological comparison.
At the time of the breaking up of the Aryan family
it possessed the following stock of consonantal and vowel
sounds: ~ (spiritus lenis = Aleph or Hamza),2 k, I, p, g, d,
b, gh, dh, bh, y, v, r (I), a, 111., n; a, i, tt, d, ai (0), au (6),
ai, duo Of these we found to be primary and fundamental :.
" k, t, p, g, d, b, y, v, r (I), a, 111., n; a, i, u.
At the time of the Semitic dispersion the language pos-.
Compendium. etc., (4. Auflage), p. ll.
8t:hleicher only omits thi8 from hiB tabular Tiew of Aryan consonants
because it is 80 little used in· Aryan writing. Of course it is necessary to exhibit
it in the present connection.
VOL. XXXVI. No. J44.
89.
1
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sessed the following sounds: tt. ,I " , " " , :D, ", r:I, =, ., '.
t), y, (,), ~ , (= ',A, ",'I. hA, k, q, t, ~,p,
g, d, b, '!It v, r, I, s, /!, z, m, n), a, i, u. After an analysis of
these sounds, and a comparison of the forms they assume
in different roots through the various dialects, we found the
following to be primary and fundamental, as in the Aryan
system: " le, t,p, g, d, b, y,
(I), s, m, n; a, i, u.
It is to be well Boted that in the Aryan, as well as in
the Semitic family, we were taken back legitimately to a.
period long before the time of its breaking up, and to a
linguistic stage much earlier than that represented in 'any of
its accessible forms.
~, !II, ", ~, 'I, ~,

V,"

(To be continued).

ARTICLE VI.
AN ESSAY IN SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.·
BY BV. GBOBGB T. LADD, IIILWAUItBB, WIS.

THE etymological meaning of the word essay interprets
the spirit of this title. The writer of this Article has made
an attempt, which will doubtless be found imperfect in many
particulars, to sketch the outlines of a system of theology.
Should the purpose of so strange and seemingly unauthorized
an attempt be asked, it may be briefly, though partially,
defined. Every thinker upon theological subjects - and this
should include, to some extent, every preacher of the truths
of Christianity - needs some framework into which he may
fit his discoveries of truth, his speculations upon truths, and
indeed all the fruits of his thinking, reading, and study.
Only thus can valuable time be saved, gaps in culture filled
up, the consensus and harmony and interrelations of the&
1 W Cl use these characters for the sake of convenience, but it is to be undm-stood from the foregoing that in some cues the Hebrew sounds only approKio
mate to the original.
•
I This mnscnption is employed as con'feying the belt notion of the orpaie
.reIuions of the sounds.
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